PROPOSAL 69
5 AAC 85.045. Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose.
Open a general season hunt for moose in Unit 15B and eliminate the drawing hunt as follows:

Trophy area 15B: **All of subunit 15B is open as a general hunt area.** (Remove the trophy hunt designation in 15B.)

We believe there are few trophy moose there now. The bull:cow ratio is high. More bulls need to be harvested. The trails are beginning to be overgrown and fewer people are going there now. More opportunity would be given to hunters.

**What is the issue you would like the board to address and why?** Change the designation of that portion of Unit 15B north of Tustemena Lake that is now a trophy area for moose and open it as a general hunt.

**PROPOSED BY:** Central Peninsula Fish and Game Advisory Committee  (EG-F18-041)